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Overview

1. Genetic biocontrol (gene drives)

-what are they?

-how do they work (CRISPR)

2.  In what species have gene drives been developed?

-invertebrates

-mammals 

3.  Could gene drives be developed in cats?

-potential for suppression (modelling)

-challenge/barriers



Every cell contains the blueprint for life…. (2.4) billions of DNA building blocks  20,000 genes

Transgenesis is adding a “foreign” gene into the genome  new “phenotype” 

(synthetic) gene drives are a type of transgenic animal which have biased inheritance 

Genetics and transgenic animals 101

Bbc.com

Cat genome on 19 pairs of chromosomes “Transgenic” cat

tg



• Genetic construct (transgene) that promotes its own inheritance at a rate 
greater than Mendelian inheritance 

• Potentially spreads through entire population and allows population-level 
genetic engineering (modification or suppression (fertility or sex bias))
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What is a Gene Drive?

No offspring No offspringNo offspring

“Homing” female 
infertility drive



• Genetic construct that promotes its own inheritance at a rate greater than 
Mendelian inheritance 

• Potentially spreads through entire population and allows population-level 
genetic engineering (modification or suppression (fertility or sex bias))
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What is a Gene Drive?

All male

“X-shredder” male-

biasing drive



Why develop gene drives?

Image by Thomas Peschak

Environmental damage/loss of biodiversity

Agricultural loss of productivity/societal impact 

Malaria is responsible for >400,000 deaths 

per year

• Health, conservation & agriculture



CRISPR/CAS9 Genome Editing

Molecular scissors 

that cut DNA at a 

specific location

CRISPR enables generation of gene drive (transgenic) animals and gene drive activity 



In 2021…

“homing drives” not efficient enough in mammals



The t haplotype – a natural gene drive in male mice

• Male heterozygotes pass on up to 95% (females 50%)

• Male homozygotes infertile (tw2)

Can we modify the t haplotype to create a suppression gene drive?

Toxin and 

antidote 

Toxin 

only 

Developing sperm

Motility  Motility 
Olds-Clarke et al 1997
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Model framework

Individual based, 

spatially explicit,

stochastic
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Genetically controlled traits 

Aysegul Birand



200 mice

Stochastic individual-based modelling 

Island  population of 200,000 mice

Deploy 256 t-CRISPR mice (1/patch)

Proof of concept in lab mice

Aysegul Birand



First proof of concept for a mammalian gene drive

What about cats (and other invasive pest mammals)?



N ~ 200,000

X-SHREDDER

Male biassing drive

What about other vertebrates?

Aysegul Birand

HOMING 

female infertility drive
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Aysegul Birand



Island population of 200,000 cats

256 gene drive cats introduced

X-Shredder male biasing drive

Eradication in ~200 years! 



Results

(1000 sim. 

per species)

Birand et al. 2022 NeoBiota 74: 93-103 Aysegul Birand



Conclusions and Challenges

Genetic biocontrol (gene drive) technology is progressing in insects and mice – potential 

for disease control, conservation and agriculture

-stakeholder engagement, regulation, technical hurdles (inc. target population  

specificity) 

Cat genetic biocontrol

-long timeframes

-technical challenges (transgenesis, facilities, genetics, reproductive technology)

-domesticated non-model animal

Stakeholder engagement (cf. CSIRO/Aditi Mankad stakeholder engagement survey 

(hypothetical “cat gene drive” scenario)
Modelling informed by more accurate field data (CSIRO)
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